3D Scanning – A New Future

DDS is starting 2016 with an exciting new addition: 3D Scanning! Utilizing the latest in 3D Laser Scanning Technology, we are able to provide our clients with the most accurate survey results possible in a quick, cost effective manner. The results obtained using this method simply are not possible with conventional surveying methods. This data can then be imported into any array of CAD software for use in designing and planning. From attorneys to utility companies to private contractors, DDS has already proven their ability to provide exceptional 3D Scanning results!

Applications
- As-Built Surveying
- Building Information Modeling (BIM)
- Construction Progress Monitoring
- Deformation Monitoring
- Forensic Surveys
- Stockpile Measurements
- Topographic Surveys
- Utility Surveys
- Volume Calculations

Key Benefits
- **Speed**
  Each scan can collect millions of points in the matter of minutes.
- **Accuracy**
  Millions of points guarantees accuracy.
- **Efficiency**
  By collecting so much data in such a short time period, return trips to a site are eliminated.
- **Safety**
  The reduced number of trips to a site helps to reduce the risk of injury to field crew members. Additionally, work in hazardous areas can be avoided by operating the scanner equipment remotely.
- **Cost Effectiveness**
  Speed, accuracy, efficiency and safety are all factors that help us achieve the most important benefit: COST EFFECTIVENESS.
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